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N e w s l ette r

message from the ceo

“Compliments of the Season to you
all! December is the month when we
sit back and ponder and take stock
and wonder how did the year go so
fast! What and how did we achieve
what we set out to do at the beginning
of the year! At OPAL so much has
happened during the year and we
will be summarizing that in this feature. December, has seen a beehive of
activities – and a highly pleasing close
of the year.
Even more successful than the First
one – the month witnessed the 2nd

included, among other topics, the
potential for deep-water exploration
in Oman’s offshore concessions, the
development of small and marginal
fields, opportunities for harnessing
flare gas for the production of electricity, and the embrace of disruptive
technologies to optimize value generation from the Sultanate’s mainstay
economic sector.
The three-day conference focused
on the theme ‘Shaping the future of
Oman’s oil and gas industry’, highlighting the sultanate’s initiatives to
continue investment in oil exploration
and discovery. A key highlight of the
concluding day’s event was a panel
discussion featuring top ExPerts from
Oil & Gas companies from the Sultanate and abroad. Worth mentioning
also was the inauguration of “Basma” innitiative during the session on
“Women in Oil & Gas” which itself
saw exciting and inspirational discussions with key industry lady shakers
and movers. The 3rd day of the Conference saw the eagerly awaited OPAL
Awards for Best Practice recognizing
excellence demonstrated by Oil & Gas
companies and service providers. This
year we have witnessed some great
initiatives and projects displayed very
the entire three day conference and I
would like to congratulate all participants and the winners in: HSE - the
category was divided into Health
and Safety (Petroleum Development
Oman LLC – Ihtimam (I CARE)) and
Environment (Petroleum Development Oman LLC – 6MW Solar Power
Project), Human Capital Development (National Training Institute
LLC – NTI BizPro Award), Technical & Operational Excellence
(Oman Oil Company Exploration &
Production LLC (OOCEP) – Ufuq), and
Small Business Development
(Petroleum Development Oman LLC –
Banat Oman Programme).
Last night of the event saw us signing a very important MoU with Occidental Oman & OOCEP to sponsor a
research study. The research study is
going to be conducted over a period
of 18 months and it will explore and
evaluate the impact of existing and

Edition of the OPAL Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition. This year we
combined two events into one! The
Conference was reserved for the first
and second day while the third day
was set aside for the Opal Award for
Best Practice with the night crowned
by the CEO Panel chaired by H.E.
Salim Al Aufi followed by a sumptuous gala dinner. The Event took place
at the prestigious Grand Ballroom of
the Oman Convention and Exhibition
Centre starting on December 2, with
an exciting programme agenda that
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emerging technologies on careers,
skills requirements and training within
Oman’s energy sector.
On December 12th we concluded
and signed an MoU with International Maritime College Oman (IMCO)
for conducting the research study.
The MoU was signed by Dr. Hilal Al
Hadhrami, Dean of IMCO. I’m really
intrigued and looking forward to see
the results of the study.
On the HSE front I would like to highlight two occasions. First was OPAL
participation in the two-day workshop on December 11 -12th 2018 at
Crowne Plaza, Qurm. This event was
organized by Ministry of Environment
and Climate Affairs (MECA). A draft
action plan was drawn at the end of
workshop and presented to MECA
for implementation between 2019
and 2021 that includes drafting new
regulation on NORM management,
collating data of current practices and
management, plans to decontaminate
NORM waste and its final disposal,
and the last but not the least about
personnel competency trainings and
awareness on NORM handling and
management.
Also, OPAL convened the OSHEMCO (Operators Safety Health
and Environment Managers Steering
Committee) on 18th December and
addressed milestones and the progress achieved of the 2018 projects
and discussed new projects proposed
for 2019.
Last but not least, the last day of
the year we signed an MoU with
Public Authority for Social Insurance
(PASI) which will help increasement of
awareness about all the services this
body is providing and help members
to have more benefits from PASI.
As you can see the end of the year
was very exciting for us filled with
excitement and events and I’m pretty
much sure we will be maintaining this
pace and there is more yet to come
for next year with even more exciting
ventures and projects. Until then I sign
off wishing you all a Successful and a
Happy and Exciting New Year.”



Musallam Al Mandhari
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Bahwan Exel LLC opens Oman's
First Digital Freight Platform

BHGE Opens its First Artificial
Lift Systems Assembly and Repair
Facility in Oman

Petroleum Development Oman (PDQ) and Bahwan Exel LLC, Oman’s
leading fourth party logistics and supply chain transformation company,
have partnered to launch Oman’s first real-time digital freight exchange
platform. The digital platform will link PDO’s wider contractor base to
its freight and transportation network capacity with the aim of reducing
overall logistics costs, filling empty space, reducing total kilometers and
carbon emissions.
Commenting on the launch, Nabil Al Riyami Head of Logistics for PDQ,
said: “We are very proud to be thought leaders and pioneers in this
field. To have a competitive optimized logistics sector is critical to our
company and the country’s success. In the logistics sector, we have many
challenges, from excess capacity right through to idle time, tracktrace,
compliance and payment collection. Our platform aims to address these
challenges and create further value for shippers and truck operators in
the Sultanate of Oman’’. For shippers, the platform will provide fast, reliable and suitable transport options for their shipping needs without time
consuming negotiations, lengthy phone calls and difficult comparisons of
prices and services. For more information kindly visit our website: www.
ShahnExchange.com

Baker Hughes, a GE company joined forces with the Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) to open its first artificial lift systems assembly and
repair facility in Oman to support the PDO’s operations and other customers in the region, with the aim of optimising production, saving costs and
enhancing oil production.
Complementing PDO’s ‘In-Country Value’ strategy, the centre, located in
Nizwa, Oman, is one of the largest investments by BHGE in the country.
It is specialised in the assembly and repair of electric submersible pumps
(ESPs) components, including motors, seals, intakes, gas separators and
pumps, and has competencies for testing all types and ranges of pumps
and motors to ensure quality control.
Established in an area of over 8,500 square metres, the complex has
over 1,670 square metres allocated for workshops. Underlining BHGE’s
commitment to promote localisation, the facility achieves near 100 percent Omanisation. A team of nine Omani Assembly Maintenance Operations technicians, who were trained at BHGE’s centre in Jebel Ali in the
UAE, are driving the operations of the facility.
In addition to supporting existing projects of BHGE with PDO, the new
facility can also support other customers in the country and wider region,
underscoring the added value it brings to the oil and gas supply chain
in Oman.
The opening of the facility, under the auspices of His Excellency Salim
bin Nasser Al Aufi, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Oil and Gas, marks
the completion of another of the opportunities outlined in the Ministry of
Oil and Gas ICV strategic blueprint which was unveiled in 2013. PDO
is leading on 38 out of the 53 originally unveiled to Oman’s oil and gas
industry.

Al Hassan LLC & Knowledge
Oman celebrates National Day
with the elderly
As a part of Al Hassan LLC’s
CSR policy and initiative towards social welfare of the society, Al Hassan LLC along with
Oman knowledge team visited
old age house in Rustaq to celebrate National Day.
The place was decorated with
flags and balloons to bring
cheer & joy to the environment.
The teams distributed sweets and gifts among the residents of old age
home. The officials interacted with elderly people.
Mr. Ali Maqbool , Chief Operating officer AL Hassan LLCs said “While we
celebrate National Day with much fanfare, we must also remember those
living in orphanages and old-age homes if we are able to bring a smile on
their face, then I think our celebrations are doubled”, he said.

Al Khazain Oilfield Services SAOC will enhance the ICV program
Al Khazain Oilfield Services SAOC and Prostar energy, Canada signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) on Nov 28th 2018.
Prostar Energy is world’s first proven automated well servicing technology to be introduced in the region. Prostar
well servicing has successfully worked with zero total recordable injury frequency for the last three years.
The MOU reflects Al Khazain international partnership strategies and the determination to diversify its offerings,
enhance the domestic investment environment and boost employment opportunities. The MOU support Al Khazain’s forward-looking strategy, including technology, innovation, and ICV.
This MOU will enhance the ICV program, to assemble and manufacture Prostar Automated rigs in the Sultanate.
This will the first of its kind in the Sultanate and the region.
Opal Newsletter
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7 years without LTI in Karim Small
Field under Medco Energi

member news
Occupational Training Institute (OTI) has
become the first DIAmond (The Driving
Instructors Association/DIAmond Advanced
Motorists) Training Centre in Oman

Maktoom Trading & Contracting Co LLC, one of the leading Artificial Lift
Service Company in Sultanate Oman takes pleasure in announcing to have
Successfully completed 7 years without LTI in Karim Small Field under Medco
Energi. We have always prioritized Safety of our employees who are working in the field and this practise has helped us to achieve such a Milestone.
Management of Maktoom Co celebrated the milestone by providing gifts and
certificates to all employees.
Furthermore, Working with BHGE also in PDO-South Oman has given us bigger dimension and to prove our efficiency in the field of Rod Lift Servicing, we
have also successfully achieved 2 years without LTI in South Oman with BHGE.
These milestones achievement proves our efficiency and expertise in the field
of Artificial Lift Servicing, We hope and pray our performance reaches new
Milestone.

A proud moment for OTI
DIAmond International
Chief Examiner (International), Mr Mark Atkins
is seen congratulating
OTI General Manager,
Mr Steven Hickey and
his team, Mr Budhaman Gurung, Lead HSE
Manager and Mr Sreekumar, Financial Controller on becoming the
first DIAmond International Approved Training Centre in Oman.
OTI General Manager,
Steven Hickey said it is
a pleasure to be associated with such an International recognized governing
body such as DIAmond International and once again shows OTI’s commitment in bringing first class international approvals to the Middle East.
Mark Atkins DIAmond Chief Examiner (International) said, “DIAmond Advanced Motorists is delighted to announce International Accreditation has
been awarded to the Occupational Training Institute in Muscat, Sultanate of
Oman. This is the first DIAmond Accredited Company in Oman; an accreditation that runs parallel to the IVV Accreditation already held by OTI. DIAmond
Accreditation is only awarded to Training Providers that have demonstrated
a commitment to investment in the development of trainers having reached a
standard of delivery far above commonly recognised regional standards. As
an Approved DIAmond Driving Centre, OTI may issue certification bearing
the DIAmond Advanced Motorists Logo to delegates successfully achieving a
pass in the criteria set by DIAmond for an Advanced Driving Test. Regionally,
DIAmond has only made this award to 3 Training Providers. This is recognition for the commitment and effort OTI has made in being above average.
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National Training Institute (NTI)
appointed new General Manager
National Training Institute (NTI) part
of UK based Babcock International
Group, has appointed Mohammed
Al Esry, as the General Manager,
Operations. Mohammed will play
a key role in developing client relationship, operational excellence and
liaison with Government bodies. Mohammed Al Esry has over 20 years of
experience in Organizational Leadership and Corporate Strategies. Prior
to joining NTI, he worked for Schlumbeger, MB Petroleum and Dalma
Energy in various management positions including, VP Organizational
Effectiveness, Corporate functions,
Health and Safety and General Manager of Dalma Training Institute (DTI). Mohammed has vast experience
working in multi-cultural national and international organisations.   
“NTI is very pleased to bring on board an Omani in a senior leadership
role in the person of Mohammed to enhance the operational capability
and improved customer relationships as NTI is on a growth path.  NTI is
a market leader in creating workplace competency by providing vocational training and employment solutions to corporates and other sectors
in Oman. In this role, Mohammed will lead NTI’s operational & Strategic
business activities in thought leadership and building partnerships with
key customers and other government regulatory bodies” said Lawrence
Alva, CEO of NTI.
“I am so pleased to join a leading training organisation, clearly a market
leader, and am looking forward to the challenge of taking NTI to the next
level Said Mohammed.
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Ringers Technologies LLC Counterfeit PPE is a Growing
Problem in Oman

ICEM Training and its importance

Training is a deliberate activity that involves a number of methodological steps
that are mainly aimed at achieving the goals and objectives by mobilizing valuable efforts and developing the cognitive, scientific, informational and reflective
aspects of the trainee or trainee group and seeking positive behavioral change.
In addition to the various skills and abilities and the development of performance
and thus a positive change in the mechanism of action by changing the general
trends and all behavioral patterns.
The International College of Engineering and Management delivers the below
training programs on campus to raise the level of competence of workers in all
industrial sectors and others through international training programs and provide competent Instructors and the latest global training curriculum and simulators, including training in hazardous materials.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

@opal_oman

The proliferation of counterfeit personal protective equipment (“PPE”)
poses an increasing challenge in Oman and throughout the GCC. As a
leading manufacturer of safety products, Ringers Gloves has witnessed
this growing problem in the marketplace first-hand over the past several
years. Companies requiring PPE would do well to consider the consequences of purchasing counterfeit products when evaluating the sources
of their safety equipment.
Imitation products may look like genuine safety equipment but often lack
the third-party laboratory certified safety ratings and manufacturing quality controls associated with leading, reputable PPE brands. Further, there
can be no assurance that counterfeiters utilize the materials and construction methods required to meet the expected product performance specified by the responsible safety professionals. In fact, counterfeiters have
financial incentives to employ the least expensive materials and manufacturing techniques available so long as the phony product appears similar
enough to the authentic product as to fool the customer. Not surprisingly,
these fraudulent products may place workers at heightened risk of injury
and employers at increased liability if a safety incident occurs while workers are wearing counterfeit PPE.
The challenge of counterfeit safety products presents an important yet
solvable problem with the appropriate level of awareness and communication amongst industry and regulatory participants.

Hazardous Material Awareness
Hazardous Material Operation
Hazardous Material Technician
Product Control & PPE
Spill Prevention
Lab Safety
Fuel Loading and Unloading

Please log on to www.icem.edu.om
Ahlam Al yad Jamal Abdulateef
Chief Fire Officer
Deputy Head of Vocational Training Sector
International College of Engineering and Management

ONEIC, QHSE Department inaugurates
the "mobile vehicle"

CEO of Oman National Engineering & Investment Company (SAOG)
launched a mobile vehicle for the maintenance of fire extinguishers
on Tuesday, 18.12.2018. This vehicle is a mobile workshop for the
maintenance of all types of fire extinguishers. It is worth mentioning
that this vehicle is the first of its kind in the Sultanate to facilitate the
maintenance of fire extinguishers without the need to carry the extinguishers to the workshop. Dr. Rashid Al-Ghailani, Chief Executive
Officer of ONEIC, said: “ONEIC seeks to provide the highest quality
of services through this activity, which is proven by ONEIC to be one
of its major activities of the company. This activity will be performed
by young Omanis who have received training and get qualified in
this field to be able to work with high efficiency and quality.
Opal Newsletter
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UES Launches a Major
Health Campaign

member news

PDO SETS ROAD SAFETY
WORLD RECORD

Represented by its HSE department, United Engineering Services Company (UES) – the engineering and manufacturing arm of MB Holding- has
recently conducted a major health campaign in its headquarters in Rusayl.
The key objective of this health campaign was to raise awareness of employees’ health and safety at workplace. The campaign focused on some
common health issues delivered in several sessions such as diabetes, cervix, and uterus and breast cancer in addition to stress management.
The campaign also involved blood donation, which was managed by the
Central Blood Bank in Bowsher.
Highlighting the importance of this event, Abdulrahman Al Kindi, HSE Manager at UES said, ‘it is important, every now and then, to stop and check
our HSE system and think of better ways to enhance it.This major health
campaign comes as an opportunity to promote our employees’ awareness
of their health and safety. We have managed to get 27 donors for blood
donation thanks to the Central Blood Bank in Bowsher and Apollo Hospital
for their participation. We also thank all those who have played a big role
in making this health campaign successful.”

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) has celebrated a new Guinness World
Record for installing the highest number of solar reflective lights ever on a road.
The Company has fitted 43,550 sun-powered “cat’s eye” units on a 650 kilometre stretch of highway in the south of its concession area from Haima to Salalah
via Nimr, Marmul, Harweel and Thumrait.
The LED (light-emitting diode) reflective studs are charged by the sun during the
day and automatically turn on when the light is low, at night or in a harsh weather
environment, such as fog, rain or sandstorms.
Since the installation of the reflectors was completed in February, there has not
been a single fatality or accident at night or in inclement conditions on the route.
PDO Managing Director Raoul Restucci was presented with a commemorative
shield from Guinness Book of World Records representative Ahmed Gamaledin
Ahmed Gabr at a special ceremony at the Crowne Plaza Muscat. The Company’s new record beats the previous one set in Japan over a 220 kilometre
distance.
The installation work took just over four months to complete and was assigned to
Omani-Dutch company Fijen TMLE BV LLC. The firm is based at Ghubra North
in Muscat and has more than 10 years of international experience in road solar
lighting.
PDO has also fitted more solar cat’s eyes over a further 444 kilometre distance
from Naith through Fahud, Lekhwair and Ibri in the north of its concession area,
and is aiming to cover a further 494 kilometres on three stretches of road from
Adam to Thumrait (a dual carriageway), Natih to Ibri and Ghaba to Saih Rawl
via Qarn Alam by March.

Sultans Logistic
Awarded for 5
years without
Lost Time Injury

– تدعوكم

Sultans Logistic Road Safety team
awarded a company record
achievement of for having worked
5 years without Lost Time Injury
شركة ظفار للتأمين بالتعاون مع وزارة الصحة – بنك الدم
from block 60.
لتكون جزءا في الحملة األولى للتبرع بالدم
ً

Al Sarooj Safety Services to represent
leading brand in lifting gears industry
Al Sarooj Safety Services have been approved to supply and represent
Van Beest (Green Pin) products in Oman, a world leading brand in lifting gears industry which are
meeting the highest quality and
specification as per the international standardization for Lifting
gears, A great added valve to
the Omani market for the highest requirement of safety during
lifting operations, A step to encourage the Omani national
Companies to supply the market needs according the safety
requirement of all companies in
Oman, As per the attached photo of our Managing Director Mr.
Dawood S. Al Mahrizi During
ADIPEC 2018 with Van Beest
Team to discuss the progress of
their products in Oman.
Opal Newsletter
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Organiser

For the first time in Oman, a platform to share views

and create a dialogue amongst all the relevant parties
to create a better work environment.

OPAL invites all its members to register for

The First Annual Labour Forum for
Enhancement of Work Environment
- Oil & Gas Venue: Crowne Plaza, Muscat

Date: 19th & 20th February 2019
Timing: 8:30 am to 2:00 pm

Special price offered to OPAL members OMR 250
Managed and promoted by:

for more details contact:
Ghanima 24605700 Ghanima.albusaidi@opaloman.org

Nawras 24605700 (Extn.105) nawras.alkindi@opaloman.org

Abeer 9974 7953 Conference@sltc-edu.net www.sltc-edu.net
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OPAL news

OPAL Oil & Gas Conference and
Awards for best practice 2018

The second edition of the OPAL Oil & Gas Conference and Exhibition was held at the prestigious Grand Ballroom of the Oman Convention
and Exhibition Centre (OCEC) from December
2nd - 4th, with an exciting programme agenda
that includes, among other topics, the potential
for deepwater exploration in Oman’s offshore
concessions, the development of small and marginal fields, opportunities for harnessing flare
gas for the production of electricity, and the
embrace of disruptive technologies to optimize
value generation from the Sultanate’s mainstay
economic sector.
Salim bin Nasser al Aufi, Under-Secretary of the
Ministry of Oil & Gas, presided over the opening
of the three-day forum, organised by the Oman

Society for Petroleum Services (OPAL) with the
support of event management firm Oman Expo.
An estimated 300 high-level officials, decision-makers and industry professionals attended, not only because of the important knowl-
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edge platform that the forum represents, but also
for the opportunity to garner perspectives on the
outlook for the Oil & Gas sector amid the sudden and steep drop in international oil prices
witnessed in recent weeks.
The theme of this year’s event was: ‘Shaping the
future of Oman’s Oil & Gas industry — minimizing capital requirements and improving efficiency’. Explaining the significance of the theme,
Musallam al Mandhry, CEO — OPAL, commented: “It’s no secret that the industry is facing
enormous demands and challenges; therefore
the need of the hour is to find innovative and
efficient solutions to maximise the generation of
value from our resources in the Sultanate.”
A distinguished speaker-list included nearly a
dozen international experts, in addition to industry veterans from prominent Oil & Gas players in
the Sultanate. Distributed across the three days
of the forum were a total of six sessions each
spotlighting a theme of great import to the nation’s energy industry.
Deliberations kick off with a series of presentations spotlighting investment strategies in Oman’s
Oil & Gas sector. Among the keenly anticipated
presentations was a talk by Dr Saleh al Anboori,
Director General of Planning and Studies at the
Ministry of Oil & Gas. Exploration challenges
and opportunities linked to the development of
Oman’s largest offshore concession, Block 52
off the southern coast, were discussed as well.
The second session delved into a number of
emerging technologies that promise to have a
transformational impact on Oman’s hydrocarbon sector. Key themes included flare gas-topower, innovative pipeline construction, digital
collaboration, digitalisation, and smart shutdowns. Subsequent sessions focused on Digital
Transformation, Small and Marginal Oilfields
Development, Human Resources, and Women
in Oil & Gas.
A key highlight of the concluding day’s event
was the panel discussion featuring top CEOs of
Oil & Gas companies in the Sultanate.
The OPAL Oil & Gas Conference was followed
by the eagerly anticipated OPAL Awards for Best
Practice recognizing excellence demonstrated
by Oil & Gas companies and service providers
via innovations in HSE, Human Capital Development, Technical & Operational Excellence, and
Small Business Development.
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The OPAL Sport’s Events had an exciting finish
with the final football matches taking part on
19th November in the Sultan Qaboos Sports
Complex.
The month also had in its midst, the Oman Energy Forum with the main topic being Oman and its venture into alternative energy and the SPE Conference in Bahrain.
The end of November saw us signing an MoU with International Information Technology Co. LLC whereas OPAL appoints the Institute to
train up to 50 Candidates in Data Analyst Programme as approved by
MOMP and OPAL.

april

september

The month saw the roll out and formal
inauguration of the National Occupational Standards that we have been hard
at work over the last couple of years. The
event was conducted at the Ministry of
Manpower in the presence of H.E. Dr. Muna Al Jardania Undersecretary for Technical Education at MoM.
Under the patronage and funding from the PDO National Objective
team and the Oman LNG Foundation, we signed 10 MoUs with Training Institutes to train a total of 509 candidates in our Training for Employment Program.

june

july

July saw us signing the MOU between OPAL
and PDO for funding to train 30 Omanis on
the OPAL HSE Apprenticeship Program.
We took up the call to support our Rig Move
Transport companies in sorting out a legacy
problem that saw some negative mention in social media.
The month also saw in discussions with Gulf Operators, Kuwait Oil
Company and Qatar Petroleum, where we discussed common issues
and sharing of information pertaining to what’s happening in ICV
and Training and development in our respective countries.

June started with earnest with the
signing of an MOUwith GUTech
for setting up a research laboratory at their premises on Road Safety, Transportation and Mobility.
This partnership has the noble objective of working to improve road
safety as a whole in the Oil and Gas sector in particular and the
Nation at large.
OPAL has signed a MoU with Doka the development of Scaffolding
expertise with the purpose of creating jobs and opportunities to local
entrepreneurs.

august

may

The month also saw the signing of three MoU’s.
First one was with the Union Federation in order to facilitate and smoothen dialogue between our member companies and Unions.
Next one is with Sohar Freeport zone – to help
and assist them on their journey to set their own “HSE Road Safety
Standards”. Last but not least was the MoU signed with Target LLC for
Alliance partnership for Road safety database management. I’m eagerly awaiting to see their implementation over the next few months.
OPAL attended the BizOman Conference on 8-9th May which was
held under the auspices of H.E. Talal Al Rahbi.

The month was coloured with a glittering
OPAL’s AWARDS for Best Business Practice
2017 Event. The evening reached it’s peak in
the announcement of the Best Business Practice
Awards’ winners. In the Human Capital Development submissions: Petroleum Development Oman LLC; Health,
Safety and Environment again it was again Petroleum Development
Oman LLC; Technical and Operational Excellence Award went to
Daleel Petroleum LLC and, last but not the least, in the Small Business
Development support category, Shell Development Oman LLC
One of the busiest departments was QHSE which conducted a series of workshops to finalise the DROPS
standards, the Incident Sharing Standards, and last not
least working on the HSE Practitioner Apprenticeship
Program’s.
Over the month, OPAL participated in two careers
events at the Caledonian College and Seeb Vocational
College, to promote careers in the Oil and Gas sector.
We were invited to participate in the Sohar Port’s Safe Week where
OPAL presented three standards on OPAL’s Road Safety, Heat Stress
Management DROPS standards.

october

march

March is normally an AGM month so, with the
“Men in Black” dress code theme, this AGM
held this time at the Grand Hyatt Muscat was
astonishing. The event attracted a capacity audience of more than 300 company representatives and executives. Such a record turnout is a
testament to the Society’s growing prominence as the voice of the Oil
& Gas industry and a recognition of its definitive role in driving best
practice, standards and professionalism in the sector.
We also witnessed the 2018 edition of the Oil and Gas West Asia
(OGWA) Exhibition and Conference in Muscat.

december

JANUARY

Signing of a “Cooperation agreement” with
the Ministry of Higher Education to conduct
a tracer study of graduates who joined or
attempted to join the oil and gas sector for
the past five years. The agreement builds a
partnership, between the Public Sector and the Private sector in the
facilitation, collection, analysis, and sharing of data to support the
attraction and assessment of graduates versus market skill needs, and
identify the shortage in skills and issues associated with attraction of
granduates and that may improve human capital development standards in the Oil and Gas sector.

november

2018 flashback

8

Highlight of the month was signing of two new
Books of Standards. HSE Incident Sharing and
Statistics Standard and DROPS (dropping objects) Standard - these were inaugurated under
the auspices of the Ministry of Oil and Gas endorsed and signed by HE Salim Al Aufi and all Operator Company
MDs and CEOs.
Once again OPAL joined hands with the Oman LNG Development
Foundation to support one of the social investment projects for the
rehabilitation of kindergartens in the Sharqiya region.
Representatives of Opal visited Nairobi, Kenya having attended OPEX 2018, where 90 companies displayed their products. It was nice to note that there
were a few of our members attending and displaying
their products at the event.
The OPAL Sport’s Events kicked off with the Cricket
Tournament on 5th October!
OPAL announced a new event for 2019, at the recent NTI Biz Pro
awards. The “Tech Pro awards”.
To top up the month, was the grand opening of the much awaited
TPO (Takatuf Petrofac Oman) Training Centre.
Highlight of the month definitely is the Second
edition of the OPAL Oil & Gas Conference and
Exhibition crowned with OPAL’s AWARDS for
Best Business Practice 2018 Event. More about
it you can read on oprevious pages.
Opal signed MoU with Occidental Oman & OOCEP to sponsor the
research study which will be conducted by Oman Society for Petroleum Services (Opal) and International Maritime College Oman
(IMCO). Opal also has signed an MoU with International Maritime
College Oman (IMCO) for implementation of a research study.
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Aims and Rational
● Raise the standards of competency in the field of Lifting and Moving loads
● Provide a tangible means for testing all personnel involved
with operating and managing the lifting and movement of loads
● Satisfy the MoMP’s mandate for Skills Testing
● Maintain a high level of quality control over the skills testing process
● Ensure that all operators in the field of lifting and moving loads meet the Oman NOS
● Ensure the requirements of the Stakeholders are met
with regards to accreditation and recognition for the process
● Issue secure competency cards that can be easily verified by client companies

Opal Newsletter
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Star@opaloman.org

find more on

OPALsocietyOman

www.opaloman.org

@opal_oman

Fees
Member*

Non-member

Road safety standard

Title

40

70

Camp standard

25

40

Heat stress standard

15

30

Package

70

110

* Shown values are covering only the costs of production.
With each purchase you will get digital copy on CD.

HRCP Modules
www.opaloman.org

Human Resource Certification
Programme Professional Level 1 & 2

For more information,
please contact us:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
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